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Scandinavia paves the way: In 2017, 92 per cent of

solutions and premium tablet holder provider, evalua-

all companies in Finland and Denmark provided their

ted 
surveys and statistics from several European

employees with mobile devices like laptops, tablets

countries to 
highlight where and how tablet PCs

and smartphones to enable them to work digitally.

are used professionally. The most important finding:

By contrast, the corresponding figure in southern

Mobile devices have found their way into working


European countries such as Bulgaria, Greece and


environments in almost every industry, and are used

Romania is just 50 per cent of companies. At the

for other purposes in addition to mobile computing,

bottom of the scale, and thus an exception to the

for example as electronic cash registers, interactive

digital north-south divide, 66 per cent of German


restaurant menus, mobile patient files or digital learning

companies provide such devices.

aids. The full DURABLE Trendpaper “Tablets Gaining
Ground: Europe’s Increasingly Mobile Workforce” can
be downloaded free of charge at
https://www.durable.eu/activities/tablet-holder.html
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Tablets@work:

Wide range of applications
Tablets are now a common sight at meetings and appointments in the field. That is no wonder, as the mini
computers are easy to transport and suitable not only as professional tools but also as mobile presentation
screens. Companies have now made the devices part of their workflows – some for many years now, others are
just starting. The applications are diverse and vary depending on the industry. DURABLE – the premium tablet
holder manufacturer, with subsidiaries in many European countries – has compiled an overview of the most
important applications.
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Tablets@work: Where are tablets being used in the workplace?
Companies and authorities

Hospitals/medical practices

Production

Trades

Logistics

Financial service providers

Retail/service providers

Trade fairs/events

Hotel/hospitality industry

Schools
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Companies and authorities:

Production:

possible in the first place. Tablets are not only used on

applications in production. For example, they are


the road, but also as primary or secondary devices at

installed right beside the individual production steps,

stationary workstations. You can work efficiently and

to coordinate automated and manual workflows.

create modern presentations with them. That is why

Instructions for the respective step can be accessed

the slim devices are increasingly present in conferen-

and error messages can be sent immediately. D
 esigned

ce and meeting rooms as well as reception areas. For

specifically for use in production and logistics, there

field staff or employees working from home, tablets

are now tablets with particularly robust housings,

have now become the most popular mobile compu-

water and dust-resistant tablets, and tablets that can

ters, as they take up little space and add little weight

withstand heat and cold. Mobile devices are also used

to your bag.

in vocational education. For 
example, m
 ultinational

It was mobile computers that made the mobile office

Facts

Tablets can be used in both mobile and stationary

technology manufacturer Bosch has been providing
all of its mechatronics apprentices with tablets
since 2017.
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Logistics:

Retail/service providers:

commissioning possible, by providing all data locally

modern presentation at the POS – retailers discovered

and keeping it up-to-date. Tablets can be used to give

the benefits of tablets a long time ago. The use of

freight carriers all the information they need, as well

mobile cash register systems is currently hotly


as safety instructions for any hazardous materials and

debated in the retail sector. Various tablet software

to document the status of the delivery without time

solutions are already available on the market, with

delays. This facilitates real-time tracking of the supply

functionalities ranging from payments to merchandise

chain.

management and CRM systems. In countries where

Tablets make efficient goods management and

Facts

Mobile customer advice, information on demand,

cashless transactions are widespread, like Sweden,
smartphones or tablets are already often used as
cash registers.
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Hotel/hospitality industry:

Hospitals/medical practices:

taking place in the Europe Room today.” In 

hotel

practices are increasingly switching to tablets to

lobbies, meeting and conference rooms, 

tablets

record and manage patient data. Pilot tests have


provide information on events and other useful


proven extremely promising, so more and more

information. The slimline computers are also taking

institutions are equipping doctors and nursing staff

over the hospitality industry. The trend started in the

with mobile devices. For data privacy reasons, the

USA, where many restaurant chains already offer their

tablets generally do not have Internet connections,

menus and ordering systems via tablets. The benefits:

but are only connected to the hospital or practice’s

The menu can be updated at any time and the dishes

own system.

“Welcome! The Medical Association convention is

Facts

can be presented in a visually attractive and modern
manner. Supplementary features like calorie calculators or wine recommendations are a popular feature
with guests. For example, initial statistics from the
USA show that wine sales increase up to 20 per cent
when tablets are used as wine lists. European 
countries are just beginning to use tablets in
restaurants, in p
 articular in restaurant chains. This is
forecast to increase in the years to come.
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Doctors doing their rounds in hospitals and joint

Trades:

Financial service providers

right from the job site, instant communication with

equipped their leading employees from departmental

colleagues and digital job forms: Mobile device-based

manager level upwards with tablets. The mobile

solutions are now playing an increasing role, even in

devices are primarily used at meetings and consul-

the trades. Although analogue methods with paper

tations. The same applies for the insurance sector,

and forms still dominate, digitisation is increasing in

primarily in sales.

Checking material availability and ordering spare parts

Facts

the classic trade professions.
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Many of the largest banks and savings banks have

Trade fairs/events:

Schools:

tablets are part of the modern presentation concept:

phenomenon in Europe. On average, 34 per cent of

for information, presentation or the entertainment

all school children in the EU use information techno-

factor.

logy in the classroom or for projects, according to the

Showrooms, trade fair stands, event locations – today,

Facts

Tablets in (school) classes – that is not a rare

EU Commission. However, the differences between
the regions are immense. For example, Germany
and Finland lag far behind in digitalisation of schools.
In Germany, while 29 per cent of school pupils and
35 per cent of teachers use tablets for preparation
and teaching, more than half bring their own d
 evices
with them. It is therefore unsurprising that two thirds
of all school pupils and teachers would like b
 etter
technical equipment at schools (bitkom 2015). The
Netherlands and Estonia are among the model
countries. In the Netherlands, for example, there are
35 iPad schools (2017), where 70 to 80 per cent
of classes are taught on iPads. Goodbye paper: In
Estonia, all school books are to be digitalised by 2020.
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Working ergonomically and efficiently

on a swivel arm. In particular for trade fairs and

with the tablet

exhibitions, or entrance and reception areas, the


No matter where and how tablets are used for

lobbies, event rooms or at points of sale, the TABLET

work: efficiency, ergonomics and security should

HOLDER FLOOR stand allows you to present infor-

be the p
 riorities. DURABLE, expert for professional,

mation without complicated modifications. All models

future-proof presentation and organisation solutions,

are suitable for all tablet sizes. The design features

offers a clever concept. With powerful holders that

clear lines and a premium metal surface with a matte

can be rotated, attached and positioned flexibly,

sheen, making it ideal for every environment. Charging

DURABLE creates a wide range of use options.

cables and other cables for the tablet PC can be

The TABLET HOLDER TABLE brings tablets into

discreetely routed and concealed in a cable channel

the c
orrect ergonomic position on your desk. The

depending on the model. All TABLET HOLDERS are

TABLET 

HOLDER TABLE CLAMP attaches to the

also equipped with theft protection.

edge of desks, taking up minimal space, and moves
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TABLET HOLDER WALL is ideal for wall-mounting. In

DURABLE – THE STYLE OF SUCCESS
For journalists:

About DURABLE:

Graphics and image material can be requested

With its intelligent solutions, DURABLE Hunke &

at durable@m-pr.de.

Jochheim GmbH & Co. KG helps professionals


www.durable.eu

DURABLE boasts almost 100 years of expertise in

succeed in today’s and tomorrow’s working world.
professional presentation and organisation concepts,
which are used in many lines of work around the
world. The forward-looking company identifies work
trends and develops innovative concepts to meet the
needs of the changing professional world. As premium
products, DURABLE’s ranges stand out with their
excellent quality, design and functionality. DURABLE
currently has a staff of about 700 employees at its
headquarters in Iserlohn/Germany and its overseas
subsidiaries in Europe and the USA.
For more information, see www.durable.eu
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